
 

a’Round The Traps 
 

  CSA IS BETTER - NO HYDEN IT!  
Visit www.fertitech.com  

 

VERY LOW RAINFALL, VERY LATE START, VERY IMPORTANT TO 

MAKE SURE YOUR SOWING PROGRAM WORKS QUICKLY! 

FERTI-TECH CSA LIQUID INJECT 

OUT-PERFORMS HEAD TO HEAD 
 

By June at Hyden WA there was precious little sub-soil 
moisture present but a few showers totalling 28mm for 
the month opened the window to sow. In our first year 

on this property we have been up against the ‘old-
gear’ and demonstrated just how much more grunt 
and vigour our CSA Liquid Inject Program has. In a 
large-scale paddock trial currently underway 50/50 

across the property all the wheat (Sceptre/ Mace) got 
80kgs of KTill solid fertiliser with either our 

ArgoCarbon/ AgroTrace/ NuCAL Liquid Inject down 
the tube or the previous Liquid Inject that’s a non-
disclosed cocktail of Nutrition and a liquid calcium 
product. Top Slide Early August shows Sceptre 
wheat with CSA (LHS) 25%+ larger with 4-7 tillers 
average and the other program (RHS) at 2-3 tillers 
average. We are faster growing and with the days 

getting longer and more rain now in August it is 
increasingly certain we only need a low to average 

September to beat the season and finish well.  
Our CSA Program is designed to be quick, strong and 
effective at getting yield regardless of the season. Hot, 
Cold, Wet or Dry we get the results because we take 
control of the ‘grow-zone’ and push the plants so we 

beat whatever comes – including frost. CSA Programs 
have a proven history of building cellular strength to 
resist frost; with higher brix, better Potassium levels; 
we focus on ensuring the nuclei of a cell won’t freeze 

so the acceptable damage to leaf tissue does not 
cause any significant collateral yield loss to the 

spikelet in stem. We don’t mind pushing all the tillers 
with plenty of advancement in the crop into early 

Spring because when you finish with time to spare, full 
and frost-robust you always beat the sub-zero cold or 

the dry Spring cut-off that kills the crops prospects and 
most of its yield.  Bottom Slide Early August shows 

a sneak-trial (which is a ‘can you guess what I did’ trial 
within an existing trial) on Mace wheat in North Hyden. 
This crop had the all the ‘other gear’ on it except for a 
series of strips where the boom-spray came across 

from our CSA Program and put out our ‘grow-through-
winter’ T2.Z14 (tiller 2 zadoks growth stage 14) 
PhosTraK/ UAN/ BIONiK foliar. (LHS) is what 

happened compared to the other program (RHS) 
where it was just the usual practice of applying straight 
UAN. Both got growth but the ‘old gear’ program now 
got a real shot up the kazoo with more root mass and 
tillers and quickly progressed into yield-set mode on a 
far more vigorous growth cycle regardless of the cold 
days (with a few sub-zero mornings) or the long nights 
or the low soil temperature. ‘Grow through Winter’ is 
the CSA way to beat late starts and early finishes.  

 

August 2018 

CSA LIQUID INJECT PROGRAMS TAKE CONTROL OF THE ROOT MASS 

‘GROW ZONE’ AND CHEMICALLY INSTRUCT THE PLANT. 

• AGROCARBON DRAWS MOISTURE INTO THE FURROW AND 

SETS UP A FERTILE TRADING ECONOMY 

• AGROTRACE PROVIDES ESSENTIAL NUTRIENT SUPPORT 

• NUCAL IS A HYPERSTIMULANT – FAR MORE THAN CALCIUM 

http://www.fertitech.com/

